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Alot Auto &gt; Maintenance Cleaning a car is never fun and going to the car wash can be expensive. Let's not even start with how much getting a car detailed can cost. It's so much easier and better to save time, money and energy at home by using these car-cleaning hacks. If you are one of those people who likes
super shiny, glittery and spotless cars, then this is the list for you. We've put together 40 car cleaning hacks worth a try. These simple solutions are designed to make windows spotless, cars completely dust-free, and get rid of any nasty smells that can be lurking. You don't have to spend a lot of money cleaning your car.
With all these alternative cleaning solutions we give you, why would you ever want to? If you don't just don't want to clean your own car, you will love these cleaning tips. These tips cover everything from upholstery, hard-reach areas, removing stickers, fixing hairline cracks, space-saving solutions, and so much more!
Cleaning your car has never been more easy-or fun! Many of these cleaning hacks use items that can be found in your kitchen, so you may not even have to go to the store to find great ways to clean your car. If you are interested in finding out lots of ways to quickly, easily and cheaply clean your entire car from the
inside out, keep on reading. Having a car that looks like it just drove by the dealer's lot is just a few slips away! Don't waste money on expensive kits for headlight cleaning, just do it yourself. Take some toothpaste, rub it all over the headlamp, let it sit, and wipe it off. That's all it takes! (Photo via Facebook) Cleaning the
interior of your car can begin to seem a losing battle over time. To ensure that your car retains its purified shine, you can simply apply a small amount of petroleum gel. This little touch can leave a long-lasting shine for less money. (Image via Pinterest) Charcoal is nature's toxin absorber and is a great tool for clearing
gross scents. You can buy a small bag of carbon pieces already in it or make your own. (Image via Pinterest) You can use items you already have in your home for this simple cleaner! Just mix about a quarter of a tablespoon of baking soda and a quarter tablespoon of dishwashing liquid in a large bucket of water. (Image
via Pinterest) You have to clean out your air vents to really get rid of the dust, dirt, and odors that are hiding in there. Take an old toothbrush or a can of compressed air to do this job quickly and easily. An easy way to quickly get spotless, moisturized upholstery is with linseed oil. Make a mixture of one part vinegar with
two parts linseed oil, shake it up, and apply on the car's inside with a cloth. (Photo via Facebook) It is important to clean your carpets to get out any dirt, debris and stains that you can track into your house. Use detergent and water with a stiff-bristles stiff-bristle and everything will come right by. (Photo via Facebook)
Anyone who has travelled with their pet knows that animal hair can be almost impossible to get all the way out of the car's interior. Just lightly spray the area with water and rub them down with a rubber squeegee. Voila! (Photo via Facebook) Accidentally spilling drinks or food in the car is the worst because these scents
and stains are next to impossible to remove. Sprinkle some cornstarch on any grease or oil stains, let it sit for ten minutes or so, and wipe clean with a damp cloth! (Photo via Facebook) Having completely spotless windows is such a good feeling. To achieve this look when cleaning your windows by hand, make sure you
roll them down about halfway to get rid of all the built-up gunk that sits on top. (Image via Unsplash) The horrible, crunchy spots on the outside of your car never seem to go away, no matter how many times you go through a car wash. To get rid of them, put some dab of mayonnaise (not Miracle Whip), let it sit for five or
10 minutes, and wash it off with a clean, wet cloth. (Image via Pinterest) Even tough spots like caked-on crud on a window and spillcoffee in one place aren't impossible to get out—although it may seem that way. Just put some club soda on the stain, let it sit for a few minutes, and then dwell it up with a towel! (Image via
Pinterest) Sparkling clean, ultra-clear windows are every driver's dream. To achieve this, mix a few tablespoons of white vinegar with water and dry with a newspaper for a streak-free shine. (Image via Pinterest) This should be used carefully. A razor blade can be a handy tool for removing stickers or baked stains without
leaving any residue. Just be sure you don't scratch up your varnish! (Image via Pinterest) Getting the dirt from the hard-reaching cracks and cracks can be really frustrating. There's a simple solution, though. Take a flathead screwdriver, cover it with a soft cloth, and head to town on these small spaces.  (Image via
Pinterest) Do you have a hairline crack on the windshield or the body of the car? Use nail polish to cover the area and seal it up! Make sure you use clear paint for windows and a similar color for the body of your car. This isn't a permanent solution, but it will stop a small crack from spreading to a big problem before you
can get it fixed. (Photo via Facebook) This is another great hack for cleaning hard to reach spaces. Just get a handful of q-tips and use them to get dust and dirt out of cracks, corners, and other small places.  (Image via Pinterest) If you have children then you know the mess they can make in your car. Crayons are
especially bad because they remain, forgotten, and melt all over your attire. Fortunately, there is a simple fix. Take some thermal paper and iron a sheet over the place to remove crayons! (image via A spilled drink is a recipe for disaster, leaving behind a sticky and smelly mess. If you have a sticky place to clean up, dip
a magic eraser into some antibacterial cleaning fluid, like Lysol, and these spots come right up! (Photo via Facebook) If you do not want to mix up your own cleaning solution, just use laundry alcohol on the wiper blades. Dip a cotton ball into the alcohol and rub it on the wiper leaves for an instantly clean surface. (Image
via Pinterest) A good way to cut down on the mess is to get some sticky mats in the car. These nifty devices will stick to your phone, lighters, glasses, or whatever you need handy while driving. (Photo via Facebook) Rust stains can be really tricky to get rid of. One of your favorite soft drinks, Coca-Cola, can help. Just
pour the soda on to a cloth and rub in a circular motion to get rid of the stains. (Photo via Facebook) Do you have a leak in your engine compartment? Chewing gum can be a good temporary solution. Just chew up some gum and put it on the leaky area. This will buy you enough time to take your car to the repair shop.
(Image via Wikipedia) If you don't smoke, the built-in ashtrays in your car are perfect for storage! Slide your phone into the space for an easy-to-reach storage location. (Photo via Facebook) Diapers are good at absorbing liquids—that's what they're made for. You can also use them to soak up a fresh spill before it stains
your attire! (Photo via Facebook) No one wants to spend time chipping away at your frozen door handles before work. To quickly de-ice doors and locks, spritz some hand disinfectants on, and it will quickly melt the ice. (Photo via Facebook) The stack of registration stickers on your license plate can quickly stack up. An
easy way to remove them without leaving a residue or scratching your plate is to leave the damp magazine on it for 10 minutes, and it will peel right off. (Photo via Facebook) Vinegar can help increase the power of many cleaning solutions. To get extra spotless upholstery, just add a few tablespoons of vinegar to your
favorite cleaning liquid. (Image via Pinterest) A small mud bar can be a great help when it comes to cleaning your car. Rub the clay rod on grease stains to quickly and easily remove them. (Image via Pinterest) Dried up bug splashes are ugly and gross to clean up. If you use a wet dryer sheet to scrub the colored area,
the dead bug bodies will quickly disappear. (Image via Pinterest) Replacing your air filters regularly can help keep smelly smells and allergens in check. Over time air filters will accumulate dust, allergens, and odors that will steadily reduce air quality over time. It's incredibly frustrating when you don't have cup holders or,
if you have cup holders, these are too small to be useful. Just grab an old tennis shoe for a cheap solution! (Image via Pinterest) The WD-40 can be used for more than just squeaky doors! To remove stickers and stickers without leaving any residue, leave the WD-40 on the area for 10 minutes before drying with a cloth.
(Image via Pinterest) No matter how clean your windows are, if you have dirty wiper blades then your windshield will still be cloudy. Mix one part ammonia eight parts water for a good, strong cleaning solution that will remove all the grim from your wiper blade. (Photo via Facebook) It's easy for cars to get covered in dust,
mud and bird grossness. These stains can be quickly removed by using baby shampoo as a car wash soap. Just pour it directly onto a washcloth and start scrubbing. (Image via Pixabay) Getting a wax and buff for your car can be time consuming and expensive. A cool hack to get a glossy finish to your car is to use a
lanolin-based hair conditioner. Just apply it to your freshly washed car, let it sit and then wipe it off. (Image via Pinterest) If you have some leftover vodka, this is a great use for it. Mix three cups of vodka, four cups of water, and two tablespoons of dishwashing detergent for a homemade windshield wiper fluid solution. It
is important to take care of your outfit to keep it from cracking. If you mix two parts olive oil with one part lemon juice, you have a quick-and-easy homemade solution that will protect your vehicle's vinyl. (Photo via Facebook) Who doesn't like the look of freshly washed, shiny black tires? Make a cheap and easy cleaning
solution with a tablespoon of dishwashing detergent, a cup of bleach, and a bucket of warm water.  (Photo via Pexels) Slime is not just for children! It is a great way to quickly remove dust and dirt from cracks and cracks. Just knead along with half a cup of plain white school glue, a quarter cup of liquid starch, and half a
cup of water for a quick-and-easy mucus solution.  (Photo via Facebook) Author Saray Miller Last updated: February 13, 2020 2020
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